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New Fares Sheets for Download

These fares replace those li
nked to last

week’s AeroMexico ad on this page

CLICK HERE

CAT **

APPLICATION AND OTHER CONDITIONS

APPLICABLE AREA

Mexiplan fares applies only in the city pairs specified in the attached list.

CLASS OF SERVICE

These fares apply in coach and Premier service. (Premier Class does not apply for BUE, SCL, SAO, LIM)

BOOKING CODES

Follwing booking codes will apply

FARE BASIS BOOKING CODE

DMPI (Premier Service) D for Aeroméxico’s flight      D for Mexicana’s flights

QMPI (Coach Service) Q for Aeroméxico’s flights     Q for Mexicana’s flights

TYPES OF TRANSPORTATION

Mexiplan fares are published in one way and may be used to create round trip, circle trip and open jaws.

CAPACITY CONTROL

The Carrier will limit the number of passengers to be transported with Mexiplan’s fares on any of it’s flights. Therefore

such fares will not be neccesarily in all flights.

Available seats per flight will be determined by carrier’s best judgment.

OTHER RESTRICTIONS

- No passenger expenses permitted

- Full and sequencial use of flight copupons is required

o Ticket (or electronic ticket) must be used in the same order on which has been issued and if this order is

altered or the first flight coupon is unused, the whole Mexiplan ticket will not be valid.

- These fares does not apply retroactively.

All fares, rules and conditions of transportation are subject to change (before departure) without previous notice.

CAT 01

ELIGIBILITY

Fares under this rule apply for any passenger flying on international travel with any airline (including AM or MX) with

connection on domestic sectors within Mexico or international sectors departing from any city within Mexico, provided

connecting points are within Mexico and travel includes at least two coupons using MEXI-PLAN fares.

CAT 02

DAY OF WEEK RESTRICTION

Fares under this rule apply all week.

MEXIPLAN INTERNATIONAL

TO BE SOLD OUTSIDE MEXICO

Discover the World Marketing

GSA for Aeromexico
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DX: EP82525 Auckland
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Fares under this rule apply all week.
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NEW ZEALAND

Top Speakers for Tourism
Industry Conference

The line-up of speakers planned for the
Tourism Industry Conference, 04-
05AUG08 at the Christchurch Convention
Centre, includes business columnist Rod
Oram, Westpac Chief Economist Brendan
O’Donovan, Rugby World Cup chief
executive Martin Snedden, renowned Kiwi
commentator John Tamihere and many
more.
The theme is ‘Bringing New Zealand to the
world, and bringing the world to New
Zealand’, says TIA Acting Chief Executive
Oscar Nathan.
“This year’s Tourism Industry Conference
is going to be a very special event, one that’s
vital for tourism businesses,” says Mr
Nathan.
Conference attendees will find out how the
world economy will impact on the tourism
industry, learn about the latest trends in
world tourism, the future for sustainable
business, how to maximise a tourism
business’s online potential and much more.
It’s also an opportunity to meet and talk with
other tourism operators and share ideas.
Plus, the Tourism Industry Awards 2008
winners will be announced at a special
celebration evening on Tuesday 05AUG.
Early Bird registrations are open until
30JUN.
For further info and to view the Conference
Programme go to
www.nztourismconference.co.nz
or phone: 04-499 0104.

THL Sells Milford Assets
Tourism Holdings Limited (THL) is selling its Milford assets to Dunedin-based
Skeggs Group Ltd for a total price of $17.3 million.
The Milford assets include Milford Sound Red Boats, Milford Deep Underwater
Observatory, the Blue Duck Café and a 49% shareholding in the Milford Sound
Development Authority.
Skeggs Group is a private family owned company founded more than 50 years ago,
with business interests in seafoods, shipping, tourism, property and wine.  It has an
annual turnover in excess of $100 million and employs more than 500 people.
The Otago Daily Times points out that the acquisition completes a full-circle of
ownership of THL’s southern assets. They will be back in Otago hands after having
their origins in Wanaka in the early 1970s with businessmen Graham Gosney, Sir
Tim Wallis, Don Spary and Reid Jackson.
The company was initially known as The Helicopter Line and later listed as THL.

Airbus Sold to Johnston’s
In a separate transaction THL has sold its Auckland Airbus business to Johnston’s
Coachlines Limited (JCL) and its remaining 33% shareholding in JCL to its JCL
partner Coach Investments Limited. JCL is also close to finalising the purchase of
the Kiwi Experience coach fleet. The fleet will be leased back by THL for the Kiwi
Experience business.

THL to Focus on Core Business
THL’s CEO Trevor Hall says the sale of the Milford assets and Airbus business is
part of the group’s programme to focus on its core businesses. The company will
now concentrate on its Rental businesses in both New Zealand and Australia,
growing the EX Group in the low cost and youth market, redevelopment of its
Waitomo Visitor Centre and the 49% shareholding in the InterCity Group joint
venture.
The board of THL used the announcement to also provide earnings guidance for
the full year ending 30JUN08 in the form of a profit downgrade of as much as $3
million, from an earlier estimated $16-18 million profit, to between $15 million
and $16 million. Trevor Hall said that since March trading conditions across most
businesses have worsened in New Zealand due to reduced international arrivals
from source markets and lower than anticipated levels of travel booked for the
winter period.

Waipa Delta Stranded by Resource Consent
The Waipa Delta riverboat will no longer cruise the Waikato
River at Hamilton from APR09 unless a suitably committed
buyer is found.
Operator Mark
Goudie, who has
just spent more
than $600,000
re-engining and
refurbishing the
27m vessel, says
the cost of
meeting future biennial surveys for Maritime New Zealand
means he has had to put Waipa Delta up for sale.
A report in the Waikato Times quotes Goudie as saying that the
survey involves lifting the vessel onto pontoons in the absence
of any other suitable marine survey facilities in Hamilton but,
after discussion with the City Council and Environment Waikato,
it had become clear resource consent for them was unlikely to
be granted.
Goudie says the Waipa Delta could be permanently moored
and used as a floating restaurant but he was not interested in
that business.
He told the paper the boat was a successful attraction, with a
turnover of $1.5 million last year, and had suggested to Hamilton
Mayor Bob Simcock that the city buy it.

Wanaka has been named one of the ten most romantic

holiday destinations in the world.

Published by Life Books, Dream Destinations: 100 of the

World’s Best Vacations puts Wanaka at number 10 in a

list topped by India’s Wildflower Hall and the

Carmargue in France.

The book says of Wanaka: “More than 300m above sea

level, in the centre of New Zealand’s gorgeous South

Island, lies this 43km-long lake.  The lakeside town is a

charming place to stay, with sheep farms dotting the

surrounding countryside.”
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Cage Diving for Great Whites
Great White Southern Dive, a business set up by two Dunedin
men, will offer cage dives for tourists in Foveaux Strait that
will allow them to safely observe great whites at close quarters.
The Otago Daily Times reports that the operators had been down
in the cage three times and had seen great white sharks each
time. On the first dive, no less than five of the monsters had
swum around the 2m-high aluminium cage. The sharks are lured
by fish oil.
The cage has already been used by DoC marine scientists to
tag great whites in the Southern Ocean and by Natural History
New Zealand for filming the sharks.
Co-owner Peter Scott told the paper that depending on the tours’
popularity, members of the public could charter a dive in the
cage for about $500 per person, per day. The cage would hold
up to four people at once: three tourists and one safety diver.

Tent Village for Dunedin’s Octagon
With some 18,000 visitors expected to be looking for hospitality
on the night of the Tri-Nations test against the Springboks,
12JUL, Dunedin is gearing up for the onslaught.
The Otago Daily Times reports that three large marquees capable
of catering to 3,500 patrons will be set up outside the Lower
Octagon’s popular bars and are expected to supplement the
Otago Rugby Union’s own tent city being erected at Carisbrook.
On the Friday night, The Octagon Village will stage a ticket-
only concert with The Feelers performing, and on the Saturday,
the tent village would be open to the public, for free, from 10am
until about 4am the next day.

HAT Jumps at Compliance Certificate
Queenstown Scene reports that local tourism operators Mike
Davies and Andy Brinsley’s HAT Ltd has been able to circumvent
normally time-consuming and cumbersome resource consent
processes for its planned $3 million bungy operation.
What will likely become Queenstown’s highest bungy jump by
01DEC went through the entire planning approval process in just
nine days because the pair realised that a compliance certificate
was all that was required.
Such a certificate allows construction of a bungy cableway and
cable-cars because they are not defined as buildings under QLDC’s
district plan. HAT simply deleted from their plans a shed for selling
jump DVDs and some earthworks for a pond and the certificate
was issued without fuss.
Ironically HAT had spent five years and around $200,000 to gain
resource consent on the basis the bungy was a building. They were
finally granted resource consent three months ago for their 185m
bungy cableway in a valley behind Queenstown Hill, but three
parties, including the wife of Henry van Asch, operator of
Queenstown’s three AJ Hackett sites (the highest being Nevis High-
wire at 134m), have since appealed to the Environment Court.
The compliance certificate means HAT will continue with their
plans.

Fred & Myrtle’s Paua Shell House
at Canterbury Museum

Bluff’s world-famous kiwiana drawcard, Fred & Myrtle
Flutey’s Paua Shell House is no more, but their uniquely
decorated lounge room has been recreated at Canterbury
Museum and opens to the public on 04JUL.
Museum visitors will be able to view a short film narrated
by Gary McCormick in which he tells the friendly couple’s
extraordinary story before stepping through the front door
and into the Fluteys’ living room with its vast collection of
paua shells on the walls (and everywhere else).
A team of Fletcher Construction employees have been
working at Canterbury Museum since February this year
constructing the house from original plans. The portion of
the house that has been recreated is exactly to scale and both
the interior and exterior have been designed and constructed
to be as authentic as possible. Canterbury Museum staff have
worked from photographs and footage of Fred and Myrtle’s
lounge, using original objects and furnishings wherever
possible. In addition to the paua shells and other ornaments
from the lounge, original items from the Bluff house include
the carpet, garden ornaments, house number and the giant
concrete paua shell.

Alpine Heli-Ski Develops World Leading Safety Technology
Queenstown-based Alpine Heli Ski has developed world-leading
technology designed to minimise risk and maximise enjoyment
for heli-skiers and riders.
The company has designed an innovative web-based tool that is
believed to be a Southern Hemisphere ‘first’.
It uses the latest images, Google Earth maps, avalanche data and
up-to-date information to help its guides select the safest and most
suitable terrain for heli-skiing on a day to day basis.
Alpine Heli Ski has exclusive access to more than 5,000sq km of
terrain in backcountry around Queenstown, Wanaka and Mt Cook.

the weather and snow conditions and the abilities of their
clients on any given day.
Mr O’Leary said the web tool mapped all the many and varied
heli-ski runs within that terrain, and provided a
comprehensive avalanche and snowfall history including
images and difficulty ratings for each of the runs.
“We use this tool as part of our comprehensive safety
management system which captures all of the latest
information we need to educate and train staff year round,
and during the heli-ski season it’s an integral part of our
morning brief when we assess conditions and decide on the
most suitable terrain that day.”

Alpine Heli Ski co-owner Tim O’Leary said the most important
part of a heli-ski guide’s job was to select the best terrain to suit

Auckland City to Airport by Bus
A new, direct bus service from the Auckland CBD to the
airport has begun, offering departures at 15-minute intervals
throughout much of the day from a dedicated bus stop at the
Downtown Ferry Building. The Airbus Express is priced at
$15 one-way and $22 return. Reduced fares apply to
backpackers, students, senior citizens, children and airport
workers.
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Bristol for Classic Fighters ‘09
One of the few remaining Bristol Freighters in the world will
fire up her engines in the near future for the first time in nearly
two decades in preparation for the 5th Classic Fighters event in
Blenheim next Easter 10-12APR09.
The iconic Bristol B.170 Freighter ZK-CPT ‘Merchant Courier’
last flew on 15JUN86 and organisers of the three-day event are
planning for her to join the ranks of up to 100 vintage and classic
aircraft taking to the skies in mock battles and on static display
during the biennial event.
Often described as “40 thousand rivets flying in close
formation”, the Bristol Freighter, with its huge bulbous nose
providing two clam shell doors for cargo access, was once a
regular sight in New Zealand skies and will be a cause for much
nostalgia.
Much of the work to get the old bird airborne again has been
done by Eagle Air pilot Al Marshall, one of the founding
members of the burgeoning Marlborough Warbirds Association
and a former RNZAF engine technician.
What the thousands of spectators and aviation enthusiasts can
look forward to at historic Omaka Airfield next Easter includes
WW1 era aircraft dog-fighting overhead, airfield attacks by
fighters from WW2, theatrical ground theatre battles with troops
and vehicles and formation aerobatics.
There will also be displays by the RNZAF, a wide range of
military vehicles and classic cars on display as well as the wine
and gourmet food that Blenheim is renowned for as a premium
wine growing area of New Zealand.

AUSTRALIA

Winter Festival Gains Big Pavilion
A massive pavilion shipped to Queenstown for the American
Express Queenstown Winter Festival is being hailed as a
significant investment into the future of the town’s iconic winter
event.
Destination Queenstown CEO David Kennedy said the Kawarau
Falls Station Pavilion will be the ‘place to be’ during the festival
providing a hub for festival activities, information and events.
“In the 34-year history of the event this is the first time we’ve
had a true festival centre which is capable of hosting a wide
range of events, providing festival information, updates and a
central meeting point for all things festival,” says Mr Kennedy.
The Kawarau Falls Station Pavilion will be highly visible in its
Ballarat Street car park location close to the waterfront,
Earnslaw Park, bars and restaurants.

Loving Every Part of It
The latest Australian domestic visitor survey shows Tourism
Victoria’s You’ll love every part of Victoria jigsaw campaign
continues to pay off.
Not only did more visitors come to
Victoria for the year ending MAR08,
compared with the same period last
year, they also spent more money.
According to the latest National Visitor
Survey (NVS) domestic visitation grew by 3.6% in the last 12
months.
Significantly, overnight visitor expenditure in Victoria increased
by 10.3% to reach A$8.7 billion.
Melbourne is also outperforming Sydney as the most lucrative
domestic tourism destination with domestic overnight visitors
spending A$135 million more in Melbourne.
Year-on-year growth in interstate overnight visitor numbers to
Victoria outperformed the national average (+0.0%) and key
competitor Sydney (+3.0%).

Counting on Australia the Movie
Australia’s Minister for Tourism, Martin Ferguson, has
announced a major tourism marketing project designed to
leverage global interest in Baz Luhrmann’s movie; Australia,
which is being released in NOV08.
Set in the Top End, many are hoping its imagery will do for
Australia what Lord of the Rings did for New Zealand’s tourism
marketing. Tourism Australia is working closely with 20th
Century Fox and director Baz Luhrmann to maximise the
national benefit from the release of Australia through a ‘See
the Movie, see the Country’ project.
Tourism Australia is putting in place global and country-specific
activities designed to motivate people who see the movie, to
then visit Australia. New Zealand is among the targeted
countries, along with other key markets like the United States,
Japan, the UK, South Korea, France and Italy.
In collaboration with its State and Territory counterparts,
Tourism Australia is developing fact sheets, imagery, movie
maps, and location guides to translate the movie experience of
Australia into the possibility of a real life travel adventure.
The film, starring Nicole Kidman and Hugh Jackman, was
largely shot in the Kimberley and the Western Australian
Government is capitalising on that by putting more than A$1
million into supporting the Tourism Australia campaign.
While there are some concerns the crucial movie could end up
being a critical flop, it is understood much of the studio’s
tourism-linked hype will take place ahead of its release.

Tiny Tigers at Dreamworld
Dreamworld’s Sumatran tiger Soraya gave birth to a litter of
three cubs on her sixth birthday last week. The cubs, a male
and two females, will make their public debut next Sunday.
Dreamworld visitors will be able to peer through the huge glass
windows and watch as staff begin the hand-rearing process.
From 14JUL visitors, limited to 20 a day, will be able to play,
pat and have their photos taken with the triplets during “Cub
Experience” sessions.
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Paint it Red at Barossa Gourmet Weekend
The annual Barossa Gourmet Weekend has just announced its
three-day program for 22-24AUG. With its theme, Paint it Red!,
the weekend promises a festive and innovative event with 24
of the region’s wineries showcasing their best wines matched
with delicious food and some of South Australia’s best live
entertainment.
New in the Barossa Gourmet line-up are Murdock Wines and
Sieber Road Wines, both with newly opened, contemporary
cellar doors. And well-known Barossa names will be on show
for the weekend, including favourites Chateau Tanunda, Gibson,
Whistler, Elderton and Barossa Valley Estate.
In a new addition to the program, Richmond Grove has included
opera in the weekend’s entertainment offering. And as a further
diversion, both Gomersal Wines and Murray St Vineyards are
hosting special dinners with menus from esteemed local Chefs,
featuring sumptuous fare from the region’s artisan producers.
For a copy of the full Barossa Gourmet program visit
www.barossa.com

SOUTH PACIFIC

Controversial former Australian PM Paul Keating and

expat Aussies Kylie Minogue, Elle Macpherson, Natalie

Imbruglia, Greta Scacchi and Jason Donovan are among

those being short-listed to head a one-week “G’Day

UK” campaign next year to emulate similar promotions

staged annually in the US.

Paul Keating was dubbed “The Lizard of Oz” by Fleet

Street tabloids after he put his hand on the Queen’s

lower back.

Tahiti Vacations Agents Incentive
Generous Agent Incentives are being offered for sales of Air
Tahiti Nui flights packaged with five or more nights at
InterContinental, Accor or Starwood properties booked through
Tahiti Vacations.
Click Here to download the flyer with all the details.

Noumea’s New La Promenade Group
New Caledonia will, from 01JUL, have a new hotel group.
La Promenade Group will comprise five properties following
the decision of the four-hotel STH NC Group, namely Le
Nouvata, Le Parkhotel, Le Pacifique and the Coral Palms
Resort, to join with La Promenade Hotel under the new
arrangement. Between them, La Promenade Group will
represent 700 rooms across seven Noumea properties.
Management of this new operation has appointed Mr Jean
Rambaud, who has been the General Manager of the apartment
hotel La Promenade up till now, as Group General Manager.

“FaBULAous Fiji on Sale”

Campaign
Air Pacific has launched a three-week-plus campaign
in association with Go Holidays, featuring a range of
holiday packages to Fiji.
Packages commence at $989 for 4 nights at Radisson
Fiji Resort and clients receive a Free Essence of Viti
Body Care pack with each booking.
Sales run through to 06JUL with travel to be completed
by 30NOV. The only closeout is 27SEP-12OCT08.
Press ads will prominently promote the packages
throughout the coming weeks with point of sale flyers
on display at each of the Go Holidays retailers’
locations throughout New Zealand.

More Bonuses
on Luxury Heli-Combo Package

Just when you thought the famous helicopter transfer between
Fiji’s Castaway Island and Outrigger on the Lagoon Fiji couldn’t
be topped, the resorts have added two more bonuses into the
package.
Couples staying for a minimum of three nights at each of these
destinations receive a free one-way chopper transfer between
resorts, together with two one-hour spa treatments at Outrigger’s
spa in the sky, Bebe Spa Sanctuary, plus a Dolphin Safari Tour
around the waters of the Mamanuca Islands.
Valued at over $1,000 per couple, these inclusions are free to
guests booking the Luxury Heli Combo during 2008.
The celebrity treatment is not just reserved for the 20-minute
flight between Outrigger on the Lagoon and Castaway Island.
Guests staying in a Bure, Deluxe Ocean View Room or Suite at
Outrigger will enjoy the resort’s signature ‘Talai’ butler service
including welcome drinks, personalised guest services and
complimentary champagne and canapés daily.
The “Luxury Heli-Combo” package with free one-way
helicopter transfer between resorts, Dolphin Safari tour for two
aboard Castaway Island’s deluxe speedboat, and two spa
treatments at Outrigger’s Bebe Spa Sanctuary is valid through
to 31MAR09 and conditions apply. The package is based on a
minimum stay of three nights at Outrigger and three nights at
Castaway Island with prices starting from $2399 per adult twin
share ex Auckland for travel before 30JUN08, and contact your
preferred wholesaler for details of pricing applicable after that
date and for ex WLG/CHC pricing.

Aitutaki on Sundays - for now
A six-month trial of Aitutaki Sunday flights has been given
the nod by the Cook Islands Government, after which a
referendum for people on Aitutaki would be held. A petition
of some 1,300 signatures was gathered from those on the
atoll who opposed the move and local leaders are vocal in
their concern at the government’s decision.

Property Management Changes on Raro
TuaTuaTika reports that a new company has taken over unit
titled properties on Rarotonga. The newly-formed Rarotonga
Resorts Management is now running three unit-titled properties
formerly managed by the Tepaki Group’s Kia Orana
management company.
The properties are Manuia Beach Hotel, Castaway Beach Villas
and Lagoon Lodges. The new directors are Robin Eggleton and
Chris McIntosh.
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Sonaisali Extends Spa
Sonaisali Island Resort has recently extended its Spa facility
(which Shelley Williams at Hogans says she experienced at a
post-BFTE function where cocktails were served in the actual
spa facility).
“The new complex is delightful and has several therapy rooms,
a spa pool, fabulous outdoor shower and lovely products that
are available for purchase,” says Shelley.
Guests at Sonaisali Island Resort Fiji can now experience the
joy of pure relaxation in the Frangipani Health and Beauty Spa
and Beachside Massage.
The Beauty Spa centre was designed for the inner self, to refresh
and rejuvenate the spirit as well as guests’ physical being.
An extensive selection of treatments is available and the
Resort’s Professional Therapists offer treatment packages that
include “Lost in Paradise”, featuring Luxuriant Macadamia and
Ginger Scrub plus Frangipani Massage, combined with a Beauty
Facial or a Papaya Body Polish with sensual Massage.
Sonaisali Beauty Therapists are extremely creative and with a
large number of weddings at the Resort, bridal makeup is very
popular along with ‘his and hers’ massage.
Hair Braiding is now available and a ‘must’ for the children
staying at the Resort. Counting of beads and braids is a regular
event at the Kids Club.
Click Here to download flyer.

ASIA

Royal Brunei’s Phase 2 Seat Sale to Asia
A reminder to all agents that Royal Brunei’s Phase 2 Seat Sale
to Asia is on sale until 30JUN.  Airfare specials were released
to celebrate the new 4pw direct services from Auckland to
Brunei, with excellent same day connections to Bangkok, Kuala
Lumpur, Jakarta and Hong Kong.  One-way travel period
includes JUN and JUL, return levels for travel JUN through to
15NOV08.  Maximum stays remain from 30 to 45 days and
fares range from $540 one-way and $739 return, with airport
taxes additional.
For more info contact Royal Brunei Airlines on 09-977 2209
or email auckland.reservations@rba.com.bn

More Flights to Bali
With travel by Australians to Bali lifting 25% in the first four
months of 2008, Garuda Indonesia has been encouraged to add
extra capacity over coming months.
Darwin gets a third flight from 25JUN; a fourth frequency for
Melbourne begins on 22JUL, followed by a 5th on 02SEP, at
which time Sydney will get its 6th frequency. Perth will get
more flights once GA gets its new Boeing 737-800NG aircraft.

AMERICAS

Taiwan, China Tourism Deal
Taiwan and China have agreed to a landmark deal to expand
charter flights and tourism. The two sides also agreed to set
up permanent offices in each other’s territory for the first
time, one of the biggest steps they have taken to build mutual
trust.
Direct scheduled flights from Mainland China to Taiwan
were banned by the latter in 1949 but charter flights have
operated, albeit limited to the four main Chinese holidays.
Taiwan’s new President now wants to gradually expand the
charter schedule and supplement it with regularly scheduled
flights by the summer of 2009. His target is to have one
million Chinese tourists visit Taiwan every year, well above
the current level of 80,000.
The agreement will allow 36 weekend charter flights across
the 100-mile-wide Taiwan Strait from Friday to Monday
beginning 04JUL. Flights will be shared equally between
Chinese and Taiwanese airlines, servicing routes between
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Xiamen and Nanjing and
Taiwan’s capital, Taipei, and seven other cities on the island.
Flights would be open to anyone carrying valid documents,
a change from the past when they were limited to just
Taiwanese and Chinese.
A separate agreement permits up to 3,000 Chinese tourists
to visit Taiwan each day for stays of up to 10 days.

LAX Looks to Israel
The mayor of Los Angeles has signed a deal during a visit to
Israel that will see that country’s top airport security official
make periodic reviews of anti-terrorist measures at Los Angeles
International Airport as a $1000-per-day consultant.
Los Angeles is working to upgrade security at LAX, which is
considered the state’s No. 1 terrorist target and has been singled
out by the Al Qaeda network.
While US federal authorities are responsible for security inside
airport terminals, Los Angeles World Airports is responsible
for the grounds and wants to learn from Israel how to fortify
the perimeter of LAX and how to incorporate anti-terrorist
strategies into plans for expanding the Tom Bradley
International Terminal.
In particular, LAWA wants to learn to apply Israel’s system of
electronic scanning of automobile license plates to identify
terrorist suspects as they approach the airport.

Grand Canyon Train Ride
After your clients have been hiking amid the red walls of the
Grand Canyon, they might want to sit back and take a train ride
through more canyon landscapes in a 1923 Pullman car. The
Coconino Canyon Train, a new 90-minute ride that originates
in Grand Canyon National Park and travels on tracks built in
the 1800s, starts at the old Grand Canyon Depot and travels 24
miles through ponderosa pines and red-rock scenery in an out-
and-back route. The train costs US$35 for adults, $20 for
children ages 3 to 12 and is free for kids 2 and younger. The
ride leaves at 5pm and 7pm daily through to 01SEP.
Visit www.grandcanyonlodges.com/motorcoach-railway-tours-
2221.html.

Ecuador Opens Up
Ecuador is to remove the visa requirement for foreign tourists
to enter the country, effective 20JUN, according to Ecuador’s
presidency website. The move, which will benefit residents from
130 countries, will allow visa-free visits of up to 90 days.
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MID EAST / AFRICA

Morocco Serves up the Magic
New Zealand visitor numbers continue to grow for Morocco,
as the word spreads of the exciting, colourful and memorable
experiences awaiting you there, says Carol Wisker, Marketing
Manager Innovative Travel.
“The wonderful traditions that sees Moroccans producing an
array of beautifully handcrafted items for everyday use, from
lamps, leather goods, everyday soft and hard furnishings, hand
woven carpets and many more, inspires you to consider hiring
a container to bring these treasures home,” says Carol.
For clients keen to visit this fascinating country, Innovative
Travel provides a comprehensive range of options from best-
selling escorted tour ‘Moroccan Magic’ 8 days ex Casablanca
from $1375pp twin, to the more extensive ‘Grand Tour of
Morocco’ 11 Days ex Casablanca from $2435pp twin and a
variety of independent stays and Riad Ministays at very
affordable prices.  Call 0508 100111 toll free for further details
or email: info@innovativetravel.co.nz

Hard Rock Vegas SuperSizes
The owners of Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas have
secured most of the US$720 million finance needed to upgrade
and expand the property. The 11-storey hotel on 16 acres already
features a 30,000-sq.ft. casino, 648 rooms, a beach club, a
nightclub, a concert hall, five restaurants, three cocktail lounges,
several retail stores and an 8,000-sq.ft. spa, salon and fitness
center. When its expansion is complete, the hotel will have
another 875 rooms inside two new towers, plus a second spa,
yet another nightclub, 35,000 additional sq ft of retail space
and 60,000 more sq ft of meeting space.
Work on all projects is scheduled for completion by mid-2009.

TO GET YOUR OWN FREE SUBSCRIPTION

 visit  www.travelmemo.co.nz

Classified  Advertising
TravelMemo’s Classified Ad service  offers placement
of a 75-word ad in two consecutive issues, for just

$50+GST.  Email classifieds@travelmemo.co.nz

EUROPE

Dubai: Size Matters
Dubai World Central Airport, at Jebel Ali, has ambitions to be
the world’s biggest airport, equivalent to Chicago O’Hare and
London Heathrow airports combined.
Khaleej Times quotes Bob Johnson, the CEO of Dubai
Aerospace as saying the airport aims to handle 120 million
passengers a year and Johnson wants it to be the airport of the
future, offering less bureaucracy and inspection procedures for
passengers. The aim is to get passengers from kerbside to
planeside in 15 minutes.
Dubai World Central Airport will be opened in 2009, according
to airport officials.

Super-Ferries for English Channel
P&O Ferries has announced plans to introduce two super-
size ferries on its Dover-Calais route.
At 49,000 gross tonnes, the new ships will be the largest
ferries ever to operate the route and, at 210m in length, will
be the largest ships capable of fitting into facilities in the
Channel ports.
The ferries will carry up to 1,500 passengers plus 160
articulated trucks and 250 tourist vehicles.
They will double the freight carrying capacity of the ships
they are replacing whilst also serving the premium tourist
market with a superior on board offer.
The ferries enter service in DEC10 and SEP11.

Zeppelins Over Blighty
A German airship operator is to start Zeppelin sightseeing
flights over London’s landmarks from next month.
After two years of planning, five sightseeing flights of
London onboard a 12-passenger Zeppelin airship will take
off every day, weather permitting, between 10JUL and
21AUG.
The flights, from 30mins to one hour in duration, will take
off from east London and climb to 2,000 ft above the Thames.
The 75m-long airship is semi-rigid and filled with non-
flammable helium gas. The cabin has seats for 12 passengers,
one pilot and one flight attendant and although there’s a toilet
onboard, in-flight catering is unlikely.
The 30-minute flights will travel from Upminster to
Greenwich Palace, the 45-minute flights will reach St Pauls
and the 60-minute flights will get as far as Buckingham
Palace before returning east.
Tickets will cost between £185 and £360 depending on the
length of the tour.
Marketed under the brand Stella Artois: Star Over London,
the www.staroverlondon.co.uk website is expected to go live
within a matter of days.
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Euros, Dollars from ATMs
Britain’s Post Office is trialling ATMs that allow customers
with debit or credit cards to pick up euros or dollars. Exchange
rates will match those at counters, and if the scheme - which is
being tested at 13 branches - is a success, it will be rolled out
nationwide.
Some airports already have euro/dollar exchange machines and
Marks & Spencer introduced foreign currency ATMs at 21 stores
in January, while HSBC is bringing them in at railway stations
and shopping malls.
M&S, like the Post Office, offers a commission-free service,
while traditional bureaux de change at Heathrow provided by
Travelex charge a £3 commission.
People who use cards in overseas cash dispensers can pay as
much as 5.25% commission.

AVIATION

Almost half of all flights at Heathrow in the first three

months of the year were delayed, according to the latest

stats from Britain’s Civil Aviation Authority.  The figures

show that just 56% of flights at the airport left early or within

15 minutes of the scheduled departure time. In the same

period a year earlier, two thirds of flights left on time.

Passengers passing through LHR experienced an average

delay of 25 minutes.

UK business class airline Silverjet, which was grounded a

fortnight ago after funds ran out, had been hoping for

salvation following moves by Swiss-backed investors. The

deal, though, has collapsed and all 420 Silverjet staff have

now been made redundant.

EgyptAir has confirmed that it will become a full Star

Alliance member on the 11JUL. It had been widely believed

the carrier would not be ready before AUG.

Emirates Cuts Commission
In response to a query from TravelMemo, Chris Lethbridge,
Emirates’ Manager New Zealand & Pacific Islands says:
“Emirates confirms that it will move to seven percent travel agent
commissions (currently nine percent) from July 1, 2008. By setting
its rate at this competitive level the airline will ensure that travel
agents continue to earn substantial commission payments when
selling Emirates’ tickets.
“While most airlines have taken steps to reduce or remove
commissions, we have demonstrated our commitment to the travel
trade by holding our rates. However, we have to balance that
commitment with the need to remain competitive in these
challenging times.
 “Emirates’ commission level is still above several carriers on
routes to Australia.
“Travel agents earn commission on the total fare, which presently
includes fuel costs and excludes non-Emirates charges such as
airport taxes.”

Virgin Blue Seeks A$50m Savings
Virgin Blue aims to save A$50 million in a cost-cutting drive that
will see it “remove” four Boeing 737s from its Australian domestic
fleet and reduced capacity on its unprofitable routes. From next
month, the airline will cease its once-weekly Sydney-Proserpine
service and stop flying its thrice-weekly Darwin to Melbourne
direct service, effective from AUG.
In a response to the Sydney Morning Herald, the airline says it
will reduce its planned capacity growth of 6% in 2008-09 but
would not specify how it would remove the four B737s. It told
the paper it would “redeploy” them but did not say where.
Virgin Blue did say, though, that the capacity cuts would not affect
its trans-Tasman, domestic New Zealand and Pacific Island
services.
Other measure DJ will employ to combat soaring fuel prices
include an average fare rise of A$5 one way on about half of the
airline’s routes. This comes on top of a $5-$10 fare rise announced
in late APR. Virgin Blue said its fuel bill was expected to rise
21% this financial year to more than A$500 million.

Bag Charge from United
United Airlines has followed fellow legacy airline American,
announcing a US$15 per flight charge on the first checked
bag of coach passengers from 18AUG. UA already charges
US$25 for the second checked bag. The airline has also
amended its policy on overweight baggage and luggage
requiring “special handling,” upping charges from US$100
to $125 and from $200 to $250, “depending on the item,”
United said.
The fee applies to travel within the US, and to and from
Canada, Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands. Those in
First or Business class, those holding premier status with
UA or the Star Alliance and those travelling on itineraries
that include an international component are exempt.
Customers must pay the charge at kiosks or at the counter
during check in, though United said it is working on a
prepayment offering.

US Takes Drastic Steps
Just hours after the United Airlines baggage announcement,
US Airways said “me too” and plans to charge customers
US$15 for their first piece of luggage from 09JUL.
It will also charge coach customers for all beverages onboard
domestic flights, raising alcoholic beverages from US$5 to
$7, and charging $2 for previously free nonalcoholic
beverages. US Airways expects those fees, and other
unbundled options it already has introduced, to generate up
to US$400 million every year.
 The airline has also announced an 8% capacity reduction,
1,700 job cuts, return ten aircraft and cancel deliveries for
two, and close lounges in a number of US and overseas cities.

EC  to Focus on AZ Loan
The European Commission last week confirmed the
launch of an in-depth investigation into the Italian
government’s 300-million-euro emergency bridge loan
to Alitalia, granted in April under a specific decree-law.
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US Airlines “Gravely Threatened”

Key Findings

At current oil prices, several large and small
U.S. airlines will default on their obligations
to creditors beginning at the end of this year
and early 2009, according to a study issued
last week.
Concerned at the impacts of oil prices on the
airline industry, US lobby group the Business
Travel Coalition commissioned the study from
AirlineForecasts, LLC.
It shows that US$130/barrel oil prices will
increase yearly airline costs by US$30 billion,
while airlines will be able to generate only
US$4 billion in fare increases and incremental
fees. The implication of this alarming trend is
that several large and small airlines will

some will be forced to liquidate.
“If oil prices stay anywhere near $130/barrel,
all major legacy airlines will be in default on
various debt covenants by the end of 2008 or
early 2009,” says the study. “U.S. commercial
aviation is in full blown crisis and heading
toward a catastrophe.”
The study points out that airlines are the primary
source of inter-city transportation, critical to
national and local economic development, the
flow of human capital, movement of just-in-time
parts for manufacturing, perishable food and
other goods critical to the US economy.
It says that with airlines gravely threatened,
so is the economic well-being of the United
States.ultimately end up in bankruptcy, and of those,

• The top 10 U.S. airlines will spend almost
$25 billion in higher fuel costs this year over
last year when jet fuel averaged $2.11 per
gallon.  Fuel hedge benefits could offset $5
to $6 billion of the increased fuel costs.

• Earnings for the group, when one-time
reorganisation charges are removed, were
less than $4 billion in 2007, the only year
of profitability this decade. The group could
lose as much as $9 billion over the next 12
months if the current range of oil prices
holds.

• Industry fares will have to increase at least
20% — across the board and on average —
just to cover the dramatic gap-up in fuel
costs from 2007. This is not possible given
the level of uneconomic seat capacity in the
system today.

and given a reasonable estimate of price
elasticity, the industry will eventually be
forced to shrink its seat capacity by 15% to
20%. However, there is no guarantee that a
transition to a smaller, more expensive (for
the consumer) airline industry would be
successful and sustainable.

• Airlines have the ability to raise some cash,
and moreover, suppliers such as aircraft
manufacturers, leasing companies and travel
management companies will have an
incentive to support large airlines that
provide a stream of value. Nevertheless,
without a swift reduction in the price of fuel,
the industry is headed toward a massive
failure that will result in more bankruptcies,
including liquidations.

For a full copy of the study, go to http://
tinyurl.com/6qhh99• The upshot of higher fares is less traffic,

Aer Lingus to Cut Back
Following the peak northern summer season, Aer
Lingus will suspend services on its Dublin / Los
Angeles route from 02NOV08 and will reduce
long haul capacity by 15% for the northern winter
season 2008-09.
The airline says, however, that it has no plans to
suspend any further long haul routes from either
Dublin or Shannon.  The actions are a direct
consequence of the unprecedented increases in
fuel costs, the weak US dollar and slowing
economies and the situation will continue to be
kept under review.

Emirates A380 Pricing
Gulfnews.com reports that Emirates has lifted its
premium fares for A380 travel between Dubai and
New York from an earlier price for a business
class round trip of Dh15,570 (NZ$5,640) to
Dh23,310 (NZ$8,443).
“The prices that Emirates charges for its tickets
are continually reviewed and adjusted whenever
necessary, to reflect changes in the industry’s
environment and enable us to invest in top-quality
service and products,” a spokesperson from the
airline told Gulf News in an e-mailed statement.

Emirates Postpones Durban Service
Commencement of service to Durban from Dubai
has been deferred until further notice.  Scheduled
daily flights were due to start 01DEC. “The
decision was made after a routine review of our
operations, which we periodically conduct to
ensure the best utilisation of our aircraft fleet for
our overall business goals,” said an Emirates
spokesperson. Emirates continues to serve South
Africa with 21 flights a week to Johannesburg
and daily flights to Cape Town.

Boeing has begun the 787 Dreamliner

power-on process, and says full power-

on is likely to be achieved in 10-14 days

following tests of various systems.

CRUISING

CLIA Survey Results
Almost 34 million Americans plan to take
a cruise in the next three years, according
to a new Cruise Lines International
Association study.  It found that growing
numbers of Americans see the value and
convenience of cruises.
The study also shows that travel agents,
who sell the great majority of cruises,
remain a vital part of the industry and are
perceived by travellers as providing the best
service in vacation and cruise planning.
Among the findings of CLIA’s 2008 Cruise
Market Profile Study:
• Consumer interest in cruising continues

to be strong despite downward pressure
on travel in general due to the economy
and fuel costs; 77% of past cruise
vacationers and 55% of holidaymakers
who have yet to take a cruise expressed
interest in doing so within the next three
years.

• 95% of all cruisers rate their cruise
experience as satisfying with 44%
claiming the highest “extremely
satisfying” ranking making a cruise
among the very best in meeting and
exceeding guest expectations.

• 80% of cruise holidaymakers agree that
a cruise is a great way to sample
destinations that they may wish to visit
on a future land-based vacation.
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JUST CRUISING ....

Alaska  Cruises   from US$649

Alaska Cruise Tours  from US$1199

Alaska Express Tours from US$949

Europe Cruises  from US$1399

THIS WEEK’S 5-DAY FLASH SPECIALS

Tel: 09-444 2298

Fax:09-442 4228

CLICK HERE

FOR WEBSITE

ACCOMMODATION

Palmie’s Newest Hotel Opens
The latest entrant into the Palmerston North’s
hospitality market – Travelodge Palmerston North
– was officially opened last week.
Palmerston North is the first NRMA Travelodge
Hotel in New Zealand –with Travelodge Wellington
hot on its heels – and initial occupancy levels
following a soft opening in early MAR have
exceeded expectations.
“NRMA has invested significantly in New Zealand
tourism with the acquisition of Travelodge
Palmerston North, Thirty Car Rental New Zealand
and Adventure World Travel,” says Tony Stuart,
Group CEO, NRMA Motoring and Services.
“NRMA is committed to a continued investment
across the Tasman in Tourism,” he adds.
Allan Vidor, Managing Director, Toga Group, which
operates the Travelodges, says the combination of
fresh, modern accommodation and Travelodge’s

established reputation for providing great value
means both business and leisure travellers can rest
assured that they have made a smart choice in staying
there.
“We are thrilled to open our first Travelodge Hotel
in Palmerston North. We have been overwhelmed
by the warm welcome and incredible support we
have already received,” says Mr Vidor.
www.travelodge.co.nz

Rutherford Completes Revonations
The Qualmark four-star rated Rutherford Hotel Nelson A Heritage Hotel has recently
retired the last of its standard rooms with the completion of its top-to-toe renovation.
The last standard rooms have now been converted into executive rooms and suites
offering pleasant modern design, extra comfort and enjoyment for the guest.
The hotel offers two restaurants – seafood and Japanese – and a well equipped health
club and sauna.
It is also well placed in the centre of town for guests to enjoy the lively arts and
cultural scene. To celebrate the
renovation, the Rutherford is
offering a weekend and July
school holiday winter special of
$155 per night in an executive
room, including breakfast for
two.
Call 0800 36 88 88.
www.heritagehotels.co.nz

Proud to be the
New Zealand Representative for

Compagnie des Îles du Ponant

operators of chic yacht style
cruising without the crowds

to destinations
off the beaten track.

Le Ponant
This elegant 88-metre yacht
accommodates just 64 passengers
in style. It has two restaurants
and two lounges, and offers
4,300 sq ft of sun deck. CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR NEW-LOOK WEBSITE
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PEARL’S  PEARLER

Always remember: The ARK was built by amateurs, and the TITANIC was built by professionals.
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INDUSTRY

Kirra Tours Prize Draw Winner
Kirra congratulates Kerry Kettle of New Zealand Coach Tours, Kimbel. Kerry is the
lucky winner of Kirra Tours May Prize Draw for $100 worth of vouchers, going into the
draw simply by booking her client on a Kirra 4-Day North Island Southbound Tour. Any
agency bookings made during June will go into the next draw for the Body Shop vouchers.

Industry Offer from Carrington Resort
Heritage Hotel Management’s latest luxury
addition, Carrington Resort A Heritage Hotel
in Northland, is offering an industry special
for the winter of $195 per night, twin or double
lodge room, including an a la carte cooked
breakfast for two in the lodge restaurant. Or
take the family and stay in a 2/3 bedroom self-
contained villa suitable for up to five people
for $295 per night, room only.
Set on the spectacular Karikari Peninsula on a
3,000 acre estate with 4km of secluded white
sand coastline, the resort has an 18-hole golf
course, vineyard and winery, two tennis courts,
petanque court, a heated spa pool, plus clay

bird shooting, horse riding and fishing is also
available from the resort.
Golfers also receive a special of free golf cart
hire this winter. Golf fees are $85 for NZGA
affiliated players.
The industry special is open to all travel agents,
wholesaler employees, airline and rental car
hire personnel, attractions operators, i-SITEs
and regional tourism promotion office
employees. A valid business card must be
presented at check in to secure the industry rate.
For bookings call 09 408 7222 and mention
the industry special. (Offer valid to 30SEP and
subject to availability).

LATE BREAK

Iririki Extends Stay Pay
Iririki Island Resort & Spa, Vanuatu have
extended their special stay 4 / pay 3 deal for
sales and travel through to 31 March 09. This
great deal is valid on all room grades at the
resort and includes daily tropical breakfast.
Iririki offers a unique island holiday experience
in Vanuatu with a choice of room grades
offering private bungalows or deluxe self
contained studios with balcony spas, 2
restaurants, bars, 2 cafes a private beach and
exceptional service with a smile. Call your
preferred wholesaler for pricing details.

easyCruise vessel easyCruise Life (ex Lev

Tolstoy, Natasha, Palmira, The Jasmine,

Farah) ran aground inside the port of the
Aegean island of Syros last Friday with
353 passengers and 105 crew on board.
The ship has been in service since 17MAY.
A tug towed the 12,711-tonne ship off the
sandbar with no damage and the vessel
tied up at a berth in the port for a full
damage inspection and is expected to
continue the last day of a seven-day
Aegean island cruise. No injuries or
damage were reported.

Yes,  for those who have asked the question, there really
is a ‘Pearl’ and all of those hundreds of Pearlers we’ve
published here are hers.
Pearl Cooper has had a long and interesting career in
Travel (including having worked with James Langton.)
You can often see her on the TV, albeit fleetingly, riding
her exercycle while being cuddled by a warm, pink Batt.
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